A Cerner solution designed to
maximize efficiency, improve
quality and reduce costs through
workforce management.

Optimizing the health care workforce
Workforce management solutions
In today’s environment of health care
reform, demographic shifts, workforce
shortages and rising costs, health care
organizations will need to continue to
focus on providing quality patient care
while appropriately balancing their
resources. Health care organizations
must work to optimize efficiency and
control costs for their most valuable
resource — their people.

The need

Forward-thinking health care
organizations recognize the need to
leverage workforce management solutions
that link clinical needs with operational
efficiencies. However, this can be
challenging when disparate systems are
not integrated with clinical and operational
best practices. Cerner’s comprehensive
suite of workforce management solutions
enable health care organizations to align
these various processes and systems to
ensure the right provider, with the right
skill set, is assigned to the right patient, at
the right time. When used in conjunction
with our CareAware Capacity
Management™ solutions for patient flow

and tracking, we can address missioncritical issues of productivity, staffing and
morale.

Workforce management solution
partnership

Optimizing your organization’s talent pool
requires workforce management systems
and processes that work together. Cerner
has partnered with Kronos, an industryleading workforce management company,
to offer our clients access to their
solutions, including Time and Attendance,
Staff Scheduling , HR and Payroll,
Business Analytics and Talent
Management.
Cerner has a long history of partnerships
with hundreds of health care vendors
worldwide. Kronos is one of those
partners strategic to our comprehensive
capacity management approach. Kronos
is a global leader in workforce
management solutions that enable
organizations to control labor costs,
minimize compliance risk and improve
workforce productivity. Tens of thousands
of organizations in 60 countries —

Key Benefits
■ Reduced costs through greater
staff efficiency and alignment
of resources
■ Increased delivery of safe,
competent care at the bedside
■ Improved staff and patient
satisfaction
■ Increased revenue by
maximizing capacity

including more than half of the Fortune
1000® — use Kronos solutions. Kronos
uniquely delivers complete automation
and high-quality information in easy-touse solutions, and when used in
conjunction with Cerner’s clinically driven
solutions, these applications allow you to
efficiently manage your resources while
improving staff satisfaction and
lowering costs. In addition, Cerner has
worked with Kronos to interface these
workforce management solutions with
Cerner’s solutions to ensure real-time,
seamless flow of information.
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Cerner can help you develop proactive
strategies around the systems and processes
associated with managing your workforce.

Time and attendance solution

Automating the tracking of time and
attendance activities brings significant
benefits, especially when combined with
other workforce solutions. To respond
quickly to variances, managers use this
solution to determine staff on premises
as well as staff scheduled but not yet
clocked in. Managers also track actual
hours worked against scheduled hours
to identify staff approaching overtime
prior to filing shifts. Proactive monitoring
of this information can lead to significant
reductions in labor costs.

Staff scheduling solution

Staffing and Scheduling in health care can
be complex, requiring alignment of a
variety of data points including available
staff, census data, credential information
(such as licensure), regulatory compliance
and more. The Staff Scheduling solution
helps streamline the scheduling process
with key features such as:
■ Individual access by staff members
to their schedule via a website, where
they can self-schedule, request time
off or select open shifts
■ Ability to build customizable rules
unique to your organization’s
scheduling processes
■ Enable managers to quickly fill open
shifts and approve schedule changes

Determining the work effort required
with individual patients is an important component of effective
workforce planning, and has
become more critical as patient
Recuiting/
Staffing
acuity rises in today’s acute
care environments. Cerner’s
Professional Judgment Acuity/
Staffing Needs Calculator helps
establish guidelines for each
Credential
unit and apply those guidelines
to the patient population for
each shift. Key features include:
■ Census and acuity information
can help drive staffing
■ View staffing needs and requested
staffing exceptions from CareAware
StaffLink™
■ Automatically submit staffing needs to
Staff Scheduling solution

CareAware StaffLink solution

To address the need for a single solution
for staff assignment, Cerner developed
CareAware StaffLink driven by Cerner’s
CareAware iBus™ architecture. This is
a flexible patient-to-staff assignment
solution that serves as a single source of
truth (sending patient assignment
information to third party systems,
eliminating redundant workflow).
StaffLink includes the ability to pull in an
acuity score or customize a
workload metric so that the
individual assigning patients can
ensure equitable assignments are
made for all providers. Since it
records past assignment
preferences, StaffLink can also
assign clinicians to designated
areas based on previous staffing
history — a powerful time-saving
feature when integrated with the
Staff Scheduling solution.

performance management) and real-time
analytics that combine workforce
data with clinical outcomes. Cerner
experts are available to help you evaluate
your workforce management strategy,
and create a roadmap to optimize your
approach through the analysis of your
systems, vendor relationships, processes,
organizational structures, mobility
architecture, workflow and staff behavior.
With the right approach, your organization
can make smarter decisions to maximize
efficiency, improve quality, reduce costs
and increase staff and patient
satisfaction.

The Cerner advantage

Cerner is here to provide secure,
customized solutions that keep you
connected to your patients and clinical
staff. You can depend on Cerner to
increase your clinical and operational
performance while increasing access to
information and improving the overall
quality of delivered patient care.
Let us put our expertise to work for
you. For more information, please call
at 866.221.8877, option 1, or visit
www.cerner.com.

HR/Payroll, talent
management & analytics
solution

To round out the workforce
management solutions needed
to effectively run an organization,
clients have access to HR/Payroll,
Talent Management (recruiting and

How does your organization balance clinical
outcomes and financial realities?
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